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Abstract: The shared parking space management system based on intelligent parking 

lock combines the Internet of Things technology with the traditional parking space 

lock, and the private parking space and roadside parking space are managed through 

the parking lock device to realize the information of the parking space. The time 

sharing of parking spaces provides a technical solution.  The shared parking space 

management system based on the intelligent parking space lock uses the intelligent 

parking space lock controller to receive the command sent by the cloud server to 

realize the remote unlocking function, and at the same time, can automatically detect 

whether the vehicle is driving away, and send the vehicle to the cloud server after the 

vehicle leaves. Drive away from the message and automatically raise the parking lock 

and wait for the next unlock command. 
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1. Introduction 

With the development of China's economy and society, the number of motor vehicles 

has increased rapidly, especially the growth rate of private cars has increased rapidly. 

However, the number of parking spaces in cities has grown slowly, making it difficult 

to find a parking space. In addition, the behavior of some car owners indiscriminately 

stopping the traffic has seriously affected the normal traffic order, and the problem of 

urban parking is becoming more and more serious. The urban parking lot is restricted 

by the urban space. Its development has become saturated. At the same time, a large 

number of private parking spaces are distributed in the city. Because the parking chain 

is set up, it cannot be effectively utilized. In addition, although the number of private 

parking spaces is large, it is too Too distracted and difficult to concentrate on manual 

management, there is a need for a management method to solve the problem that 
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private parking spaces are difficult to fully utilize. 

There are a large number of parking spaces on both sides of urban roads in China. 

For such unclosed parking lots, manual management is generally adopted, and the 

charging efficiency is not high enough. Although there are many billing and other 

systems in some cities, the system requires users to apply for a special parking card, 

and it needs to be managed. An automated unattended self-parking system is also 

needed for such unclosed parking spaces. 

 

2. Hardware design of parking lock 

Any information can be transmitted by wired or wireless communication. Compared 

with the wired communication method, the use of wireless communication can greatly 

reduce the system cost, and can avoid placing a large number of wires in the parking 

lot, thereby greatly improving the feasibility of the solution. 

The choice of the main control chip is especially critical in system design. Taking into 

account factors such as low power consumption, saving internal resources and cost, 

CC2530 is selected as the main control chip. The user accesses the network through 

WiFi wireless communication, and finally controls the lifting and lowering of the 

parking lock through the relay. In order to accurately calculate the parking time, the 

RTC real-time clock module is used. 

 

2.1 CC2530-ZigBee communication module 

 CC2530 is a wireless local area network standard based on IEEE 802. 15.4, a true s

ystem-on-a-

chip (SoC) solution for implementing ZigBee wireless communication technology. It i

s produced by the famous semiconductor company Texas Instruments. This chip can

 build very powerful network nodes with extremely low material costs. The CC2530 h

as multiple operating modes that allow it to adapt to systems that require extremely 

high levels of power consumption. Due to the short switching time between operatin

g modes, its low power consumption is further ensured.  

The CC2530 integrates a wealth of peripheral resources, including a leading-

edge, high-

performance RF transceiver compatible with the IEEE 802. 15.4 wireless LAN standar

d, and a low-power, high-

performance enhanced 8051 core with prefetching capabilities. , 16-bit general-

purpose timer and two 8-bit general-

purpose timers, two serial ports supporting multiple serial communication protocols, 

8-channel 12-bit A/D converter, 5-

channel DMA, watchdog timer, with capture Functional 32 kHz sleep timer, 21 univer
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sal 10-port pins, in-

system programmable flash, advanced encryption standard security coprocessor, bat

tery monitor, and temperature sensor. The CC2530 has extremely high receiving sen

sitivity and anti-

interference performance. Its low power consumption is reflected in the standby mo

de current of 0.2mA when it is operating in power mode 1. When operating in power

 mode 2, the standby current is 1 HA; working in power mode 3 The standby current

 is 0.4 uA.  

CC2530 is programmable by itself, and each node can be used as a single-

chip microcomputer. Therefore, CC2530 is directly used as the main control chip and

 programmed in the ZigBee protocol stack. Figure 2 is a circuit diagram of the core p

art of the CC2530, the minimum system. Where J1 is the antenna. 

 

2.2 WiFi module 

In order to support users to use the mobile phone to access the WiFi network and ac

hieve parking, the low-power serial to WiFi module USR-WIF1232-

T is a compact module that integrates all WiFi functions, measuring only 22 mm x 13

.5 mm x6 Mm, for applications such as lighting and sockets, the 1x10 pin 2mm pin c

onnector is easy to solder on the hardware board circuit of the customer's product. T

he module is equipped with a special pad or external antenna connector for a variety

 of external antenna applications. Its product features are: low power consumption, 

small size, embedded, cost-effective and support WPS one-button configuration. 

Through the USR-WIF1232-T module, traditional low-end serial devices, or MCU-

controlled devices can easily access the WiFi wireless network, enabling IoT control 

and management. In addition, this product is also equipped with the PC software, w

hich brings great convenience to users. 

 

2.3 RTC Real Time Clock Module 

Real Time Clock RTC is an integrated circuit that provides real-

time time. The DS1302 is used to accurately calculate the stop time. DS1302 is a hig

h-performance, low-power, real-

time clock circuit with RAM introduced by DALLAS in the United States. It can time th

e year, month, day, week, hour, minute and second. It has leap year compensation f

unction and the working voltage is 2.5-5.5 V, using the three-

wire interface to communicate synchronously with the CPU, and can transmit multipl

e bytes of clock signal or RAM data at one time in burst mode. The DS1302 has a 31

 x8 internal RAM register for temporary data storage. The DS1302 is an upgraded ve

rsion of the DS1202 that is compatible with the DS1202, but adds dual-
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supply pins for the mains backup power supply and provides the ability to charge the

 backup power supply with a fine current. 

Figure 2 shows the pin function diagram of the DS1302. Vcc2 is the main power supply 

and Vcc1 is the backup power supply. The continuous operation of the clock can also 

be maintained with the main power off. The DS 1302 is powered by the larger of either 

Vcc1 or Vcc2. When Vcc2 is greater than Vcc1 +0.2 V, Vcc2 supplies power to the 

DS1302. When Vcc2 is less than Vcc1, DS1302 is powered by Vcc1. X1 and X2 are 

oscillation sources with an external 32.768 kHz crystal. RST is the reset chip select line 

that initiates all data transfers by asserting the RST input high. 

 

 

Figure 1 cc2530 core part circuit diagram 

 

 

Figure 2 Pin function diagram of the DS1302 

The RST input has two functions: 

1. RST turns on the control logic, allowing the address command sequence to be sen

t to the shift register; 

2 .RST provides a way to terminate single-byte or multi-byte data transfers. 

When RST is high, all data transfers are initialized, allowing operation of the DS1302. 
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If RST is asserted low during transfer, the data transfer is terminated and the pin go

es to a high-impedance state. On power-

up, RST must be held low until Vcc > 2.0V. RST can only be asserted high when SCL

K (SCLK is the clock input) is low. I/O is serial data input and output (bidirectional). 

 

2.4 Relay module and parking lock circuit design 

A relay is an electrical control device that is an electrical device that causes a 

predetermined step change in the controlled output quantity in the electrical output 

circuit when the change in the input amount (excitation amount) reaches the specifi

ed requirement. It has an interaction between the control system (also known as the

 input loop) and the controlled system (also known as the output loop). Often used i

n automated control circuits, it is actually an "automatic switch" that uses small curr

ents to control large current operation. Therefore, it plays the role of automatic adju

stment, safety protection and conversion circuit in the circuit. The working principle 

diagram of the relay is shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 shows how the relay works. 

 

 3.Summary 

The shared parking space management system based on the intelligent parking spac

e lock uses the Internet of Things technology to manage the parking space informati

on and the right to use the network management, so that the private parking space 

can be rented out during the idle time, which not only makes the parking difficult pr

oblem, but also relieves to a certain extent. It also creates economic benefits for the 

owner of the parking space and achieves a win-

win situation for resource sharing. The application of the shared parking space mana

gement system can strengthen the informationization of urban parking space manag

ement and increase the way of parking payment. At the same time, it can count the 

utilization rate of on-street parking spaces and off-

street parking spaces, and provide a data-guided design of intelligent parking space-

based shared parking space management system for urban parking, which provides 

an effective technical solution for solving urban parking difficulties. 
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